A bio-realistic artificial synapse integrated with a nanogenerator (NG), which can be used in neuromorphic systems, is demonstrated for self-powered biomedical devices in this study. Biocompatible amorphous (Na 0.5 K 0.5 )NbO 3 (NKN) films are grown on TiN/polyimide substrates to synthesize NKN memristors for use as artificial synapses. Various synaptic functions are realized in NKN memristors, which are driven by a pulse generator and an NG. The synaptic plasticity of the NKN memristor results from the oxygen vacancy movements and the changes in the shape of the oxygen vacancy filaments. As a further step toward developing more bio-realistic artificial synapses, various types of metaplasticity and their mechanisms in the NKN memristors are investigated. Moreover, the metaplasticity of spike-timing-dependent plasticity (a key characteristic of biological synapses) is realized in the NKN memristor with a priming stimulus given by the NKN NG.
INTRODUCTION
Self-powered biomedical devices have been extensively investigated for their potential to eliminate battery use, increase device lifetime and allow for further miniaturization. [1] [2] [3] In particular, biomedical devices driven by piezoelectric nanogenerators (NGs), which can convert wasted mechanical energy from the human body into electrical energy, have exhibited numerous advantages. [3] [4] [5] Future advances in these self-powered biomedical devices will require higher functionality within a small volume. Thus, an energy-efficient computing system is important. However, traditional digital computing devices based on the von Neumann architecture are inappropriate for self-powered biomedical systems because of their high-power consumption and limits to potential miniaturization caused by their inefficient computing systems. [6] [7] [8] Alternatively, neuromorphic computing systems (inspired by the extremely efficient human brain) have been explored as a promising technology. 9, 10 In particular, the development of artificial synapses that emulate the properties of biological synapses (as components of brain-like computing systems) is crucial for creating self-powered neuromorphic biomedical devices that can perform sophisticated functions and consume less power. [8] [9] [10] Synaptic plasticity, which is the ability to continuously modulate synaptic weight, is a key property of biological synapses that must be mimicked in artificial synapses. [11] [12] [13] This property includes the potentiation/depression of synaptic weight, spike-rate-dependent plasticity (SRDP) and spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). [11] [12] [13] In biological systems, synaptic plasticity can be modulated by inducing a priming stimulus before the main actions are taken to change synaptic weights, which is defined as metaplasticity. [14] [15] [16] Specifically, metaplasticity changes the ability of biological synapses to generate synaptic plasticity and is considered to be a higher-order form of synaptic plasticity. [14] [15] [16] Facilitating metaplasticity in artificial synapses to implement improved and bio-realistic synaptic functions is very challenging.
A memristor, which is a two-terminal resistor with a resistance that can be continuously adjusted, has been proposed for artificial synapses because its tunable analog resistance is similar to the adjustable synaptic weight of biological synapses. [17] [18] [19] Various memory devices have been investigated for use in such memristors, including ferroelectric random access memory, 20 resistive random access memory (ReRAM), [21] [22] [23] [24] and phase resistive random access memory. 25 Among these devices, the ReRAM-based memristor is considered to be a promising candidate for artificial synapses because synaptic plasticity has been promoted well in ReRAM devices. 17, 21 Additionally, these devices consume lower amounts of power and have good compatibility with CMOS technology. 17, 26 Recently, metaplasticity has been reported in a WO 3 system, which shows great potential as a bio-realistic artificial synapse, 27 but further investigation of the various types of metaplasticity and their mechanisms needs to be performed.
Some recent studies have reported various devices integrated with NGs as a self-powered system. [28] [29] [30] In our previous study, an amorphous (Na 0.5 K 0.5 )NbO 3 (NKN) thin film showed excellent ReRAM properties with good biocompatibility. A piezoelectric NG was also synthesized using the same amorphous NKN film. 28 Additionally, this NKN ReRAM, driven by an NKN NG, exhibited stable and desirable ReRAM properties. 28 In this study, we demonstrate an artificial synapse for self-powered biomedical devices in neuromorphic systems: a flexible NKN memristor driven by an NKN NG. Various types of synaptic plasticity were realized in the NKN memristor operated by the NKN NG. Finally, the metaplasticity of the memristor was investigated. The results of this study may provide new insight into the development of self-powered artificial synapses for neuromorphic bioelectronics.
METHODS

Device fabrication
A 120-nm-thick TiN bottom electrode was deposited on a polyimide (PI) substrate by electron-beam evaporation as the bottom electrode of the NKN memristors. Moreover, an 80-nm-thick NKN film was grown on the TiN/polyimide substrates at 300°C using an RF magnetron sputtering system in a vacuum chamber under a mixture of Ar (80%) and O 2 (20%) with a sputtering power of 80 W. The working pressure was 10.0 mTorr. Pt (top) electrodes were deposited on the NKN films by DC sputtering (Emitech K550, Emitech Ltd., Ashford, Kent, UK) using a metal shadow mask to form a metal-insulator-metal structure. Therefore, the NKN memristor consists of Pt (50 nm)/NKN (80 nm)/TiN (120 nm)/polyimide (125 μm).
Device measurement
Electrical measurements were performed with a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System and a Pulse Function Arbitrary Noise Generator (Agilent 81150A, Santa Clara, CA, USA). For measurement of synaptic plasticity and metaplasticity in the NKN memristor, all read pulse values were 0.5 V/ 10 ms. The temperature dependence of resistance was measured with a standard four-probe method using both a Physical Property Measurement System (Ever Cool II, Quantum Design, San Diego, CA, USA) and a custommade setup. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An NKN memristor grown on a polyimide substrate is appropriate for use as an artificial synapse because it shows a continuous change in resistance levels with good electrical and mechanical reliabilities (see Supplementary Sections S1-S3). Moreover, the low-resistance state (LRS) and high-resistance states of an NKN memristor can be explained by the formation and rupture of oxygen vacancy filaments, as shown in Supplementary Sections S4-S8. To investigate the synaptic transmission characteristics of the NKN memristor, the I-V characteristics of the memristor were measured under four consecutive negative and positive voltages, as shown in Figures 1a-i and a-ii. The conductance was increased when consecutive negative sweeps were applied to the memristor, and it decreased under positive voltage sweeps. These results show that the repetitive application of a DC bias can control the conductance of the NKN memristor. The conductance modulation of the NKN memristor corresponds to the nonlinear transmission behavior observed in biological synapses. 18, 31 Furthermore, 80 negative and positive pulses were applied to the NKN memristor as potentiation spikes (P-spikes) and depression spikes (D-spikes), respectively, to implement the potentiation and depression of synaptic weights in the NKN memristor (see Figure 1b) . The conductance of the NKN memristor increased (or decreased) as the number of P-spikes (or D-spikes) increased. The modulation of the NKN memristor conductance with the number of applied P-and D-spikes mimics the tunable synaptic weight of biological synapses. [11] [12] [13] 22 The synaptic short-term plasticity (STP) and long-term plasticity (LTP) 32, 33 of the NKN memristor have also been investigated. Figure 1c -i and c-ii show the variation in synaptic weights with respect to the retention time after the memristor was subjected to five and 40 P-spikes, respectively. The synaptic weight of the NKN memristor decreased rapidly after the removal of the five P-spikes, and a very small stable synaptic weight remained, as shown in Figure 1c -i. After the application of 40 P-spikes, however, the decrease in synaptic weight was not significant, and a considerably increased stable synaptic weight was observed, as shown in Figure 1c -ii. Therefore, LTP can be induced in the NKN memristor by increasing the number of P-spikes. The relaxation curve for the synaptic weight of the NKN memristor is very similar to the memory-forgetting curve of the human brain. 19, 22, 34 The behavior of human memory is usually expressed by a simple stretched-exponential function, as shown in Equation (1). 34 This equation was used to investigate the synaptic weight relaxation behavior of the NKN memristor.
W(t) and W e are the synaptic weights of the NKN memristor at time t and the synaptic weight of the stable state, respectively. A is a constant and τ is the relaxation time constant, which is an important factor for evaluating the decay rate of the synaptic weight. Relaxation curves for the synaptic weight of the NKN memristor were fitted using Equation (1) (see Figure 1c -i and c-ii), and τ and W e were obtained. A small τ value of 2.1 s with a small stable synaptic weight of 15% and an increased τ value of 31.2 s with a large stable synaptic weight of 68% were obtained from the estimated relaxation curves after 5 and 40 P-spike stimulations, respectively. These results indicate that increasing the number of P-spikes increased both values of τ (i.e., a slower decay rate) and W e . Other relaxation behaviors of the NKN memristor, which were formed after the application of different numbers of P-spikes, are also shown in Supplementary Figures S10a-c in Section 9 of the Supplementary Information.
Figures 1d and e show schematic diagrams of the filaments formed in the NKN memristor for the STP and LTP processes, respectively. When five P-spikes were applied to the NKN memristor that was in a long-term state, a few of the oxygen vacancies moved into the pre-existing filament as a result of the electrical energy supplied by the P-spikes (see Figure 1d -i). This change resulted in an instantaneous increase in current. However, these oxygen vacancies immediately diffused back after the P-spikes were stopped due to the concentration gradient of oxygen vacancies in the NKN film, as shown in Figure 1d -ii. The current then significantly decreased, and the STP can be explained by the behavior of these oxygen vacancies. In contrast, when 40 spikes were applied to the NKN memristor, many oxygen vacancies moved into the filament (see Figure 1e -i) and remained there because sufficient electrical energy was continuously supplied to the oxygen vacancies during the application of the 40 P-spikes. Finally, the added oxygen vacancies led to filament growth, which resulted in increases in filament length even after the P-spikes were stopped, as shown in Figure 1e -ii. Therefore, the current permanently increased, and this condition corresponds to a new stable state. This new long-term state is shown in Figure 1e -ii, and it can be explained by a decrease in the gap sizes between the oxygen vacancy filament and electrode. Figure 1f shows the variation in synaptic weight with respect to the P-spike number and interval. The synaptic weight increased with an increasing number of P-spikes. Additionally, the NKN memristor exhibited a larger increase in synaptic weight when P-spikes with a shorter interval were applied to the NKN memristor. The largest synaptic weight was observed when P-spikes with a 10-ms interval were applied to the NKN memristor. This result corresponds to the SRDP characteristic of a biological synapse, which demonstrates that frequent stimulations lead to larger changes in the synaptic weight. 33 The SRDP exhibited by the NKN memristor can be explained as follows. The oxygen vacancy migration occurs as a result of the applied P-spikes. After the removal of the P-spikes, the oxygen vacancies then move continuously due to the inertia effect. When the next P-spike is applied to the NKN memristor (before oxygen vacancy movement has stopped), the movement of the oxygen vacancies can be accelerated. Therefore, P-spikes with a short interval increased the movement of oxygen vacancies, which resulted in a larger increase in synaptic weight. Similar results were observed in the InGaZnO, WO x and HfO x memristors. 22, 31, 34 To realize STDP in the NKN memristor, pre-and post-spikes (see Figure 1g -i) were applied to the Pt (top) and TiN (bottom) electrodes, respectively. The actual net spike (the difference between the pre-and post-spikes) applied to the NKN memristor is determined by Δt. Supplementary Figures S11a-c Figure 1g -ii shows the relative changes in synaptic weight (ΔW) with respect to Δt. Potentiation and depression of the synaptic weight were observed at Δt40 and Δto0, respectively. Generally, STDP in a biological synapse has been expressed using the following equation: 22
A + /A − and τ + /τ − are scaling factors and time constants, respectively. The experimental results shown in Figure 1g -ii were estimated using Equation (2 The NKN memristor was integrated with an NKN NG, as shown in Figure 2a , to explore applications for self-powered artificial synapses. The synaptic plasticity of the NKN memristor driven by the NKN NG was investigated. The piezoelectric NG was fabricated using NKN platelets and was operated manually (by finger tapping). 37 Figure 2b shows the output voltages generated by the NKN NG after negative rectification. The red and blue arrows in the inset of Figure 2b indicate the output voltages generated by pressing and releasing the NG, respectively. When the NG was pressed, a large average output voltage (4 − 2.0 V) was obtained with an average pulse width of approximately 11 ms at − 2.0 V. The output voltages and output currents generated by the NKN memristors are shown in Supplementary Figures S12a and b , respectively, in Section 11 of the Supplementary Information. Since the effective voltage for the potentiation of the NKN memristor was approximately − 2 V/10 ms, the output voltage obtained from the NKN NG can be used as the P-spike. The output voltage generated by releasing the NG was too small to change the synaptic weights and was thus neglected. numbers of NG-produced P-spikes. Generally, the synaptic weight increased as the number of P-spikes increased. These synaptic weight curves were also fitted using Equation (1) to obtain both τ and W e . The τ value increased with an increase in the number of P-spikes (see Figure 2c -ii), which indicated a decrease in the decay rate of the synaptic weight. W e also increased as the number of P-spikes increased, as shown in Figure 2c -iii. These results are very similar to the results for the NKN memristor operated by a pulse generator, which shows that synaptic plasticity (including STP and LTP transitions) can be reproduced in an NKN memristor operated by an NKN NG. Compared to the NKN memristor operated by a pulse generator, the smaller τ and lower W e of the memristor driven by the NG can be explained by the larger P-spike interval produced from manual motion (see Supplementary Figures S10b and c in Section 9 of the Supplementary Information).
SRDP was also investigated in the NKN memristor operated by the NG. Figure 2d shows variations in synaptic weight as a function of the P-spike number for the NKN memristor operated by the NG with spike intervals of 200 and 400 ms. The synaptic weight increased as the number of P-spikes increased. Smaller P-spike intervals led to larger increases in synaptic weight. This behavior is consistent with the outcomes observed with the NKN memristor operated by a pulse generator (see Figure 1f) .
Metaplasticity in a biological synapse is defined as a higher-order form of synaptic plasticity, which entails changes in the ability of the synapse to generate synaptic plasticity by introducing priming stimuli before the application of a learning action through the main spikes. [14] [15] [16] In this study, we also investigated the metaplasticity of the NKN memristor. The metaplasticity of the NKN memristor was measured by the commercial equipment. The NKN memristor in the high-resistance state (state I) has a current of 3.0 μA, as shown in Figure 3a -ii. When this device was stimulated by a P-spike of − 2 V/100 ms (see Figure 3a- i), the NKN memristor was potentiated (state II). It then showed an increased current of 5.0 μA (see Figure 3a -ii). This increase constitutes conventional long-term potentiation behavior. On the other hand, when a priming P-spike of − 1 V/10 ms was applied to the NKN memristor before a standard P-spike (see Figure 3b-i) , the current of the NKN memristor was not changed (state III), as shown in Figure 3b -ii. However, when the P-spike was applied to the NKN memristor after the priming P-spike, the current of the NKN memristor increased to 6.7 μA (state IV), which is larger than the current produced by conventional synaptic potentiation (5.0 μA) (see Figure 3b -ii). Therefore, although the priming P-spike did not increase the current of the NKN memristor, it enhanced its ability to produce long-term potentiation, which resulted in an increased current of 6.7 μA when the P-spike was applied to the NKN memristor. This result suggests that metaplasticity with respect to long-term potentiation can be implemented in the NKN memristor. To investigate the metaplasticity mechanism for long-term potentiation in the NKN memristor, an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis was conducted at the NKN/TiN interface of an NKN memristor in various states (I, II, III and IV states). Figure 3c -i and c-ii show the normalized N1s spectra taken from the TiN electrode close to the NKN/TiN interface of an NKN memristor in states I and II, respectively. These spectra have two peaks at 396.7 9 eV (TiN) and 398.6 eV (TiON). 28, 38 In state I, a strong TiN peak and a very weak TiON peak were observed, which indicates that there are few oxygen ions near the NKN/TiN interface. However, the intensity of the TiON peak increased after application of the P-spike (state II), as shown in Figure 3c -ii. Therefore, oxygen ions in the NKN film are considered to have diffused into the NKN/TiN interface as a result of the application of the P-spike, which forms the TiO x N y phase. 28, 38 Moreover, the oxygen vacancies created in the NKN film increased the length of the filament (or decreased the gap between the Pt and the filament) and increased the current (5 μA) in state II of the NKN memristor. For state III of the NKN memristor (which develops after the priming P-spike), the intensity of the TiON peak slightly increased, as shown in Figure 3d -i, which indicates that a small amount of the oxygen ions diffused into the TiN/NKN interface and increased TiON bonding. Therefore, it can be suggested that a small number of oxygen vacancies were formed in the NKN films. These oxygen vacancies did not increase the length of the filament, however, because the current of state III is the same as that of state I. However, when the P-spike was applied after the priming spike (state IV), the intensity of the TiON peak increased considerably, and the TiN peak decreased slightly, as shown in Figure 3d -ii. The result indicates that a large number of oxygen ions moved into the TiN/NKN interface because of both the priming P-spike and the P-spike, thus forming the TiON phase. Moreover, the oxygen vacancies produced in the NKN film actually increased the length of the filaments when the P-spike was applied, resulting in a large current (6.7 μA) in the NKN memristor in state IV. Both the priming P-spike and the P-spike produced oxygen vacancies in stage IV, and the number of oxygen vacancies in stage IV was larger than that in stage II as a result. Thus, the length of the filament in stage IV could be larger than that in state II, which resulted in a higher current in stage IV. The priming P-spike contributed to an increase in the current of the NKN memristor after P-spike stimulation, although it did not immediately induce a current change in the NKN memristor. This result suggests that the priming P-spike improved the ability of the NKN memristor for long-term potentiation, which demonstrates metaplasticity for long-term potentiation.
Metaplasticity in relation to long-term depression of the NKN memristor was also investigated. As an example, the NKN memristor in the LRS (state I) exhibited a current of 5.3 mA, as shown in Figure  4a -ii. When a D-spike of 2 V/100 ms was applied to the NKN memristor (see Figure 4a-i) , the current was reduced to 2.8 mA (state II), which corresponds to conventional long-term depression. On the other hand, when a priming D-spike of 1 V/10 ms was applied to the NKN memristor (see Figure 4b-i) , the current was slightly reduced from 5.3 to 4.8 mA (stage III). Furthermore, when a D-spike was applied to the NKN memristor after a priming D-spike (stage IV), the current was reduced to 1.8 mA, as shown in Figure 4b -ii. It is interesting to note that the current of the LRS decreased slightly after the application of the priming D-spike. If the decrease of the current from the priming D-spike (which is the current difference between Nanogenerator-induced synaptic plasticity and metaplasticity of bio-realistic artificial synapses B-Y Kim et al state I and state III) was the same as the current difference between state II and state IV, the metaplasticity of long-term depression in the NKN memristor could not be realized. However, since the current difference between state II and state IV (1.0 mA) is larger than the decrease in current due to the priming D-spike (0.5 mA), the NKN memristor is considered to exhibit metaplasticity of long-term depression as well.
To identify the metaplasticity mechanism for long-term depression, variations in resistance with respect to temperature were measured for the NKN memristor in various states (I, III and IV), as shown in Figure 4c -i and c-ii. The resistances of the NKN memristor in states I and III increased with increasing temperature, as shown in Figure 4c -i, which indicates that the NKN memristor in these states exhibits a metallic-conducting property. On the other hand, the resistance of the NKN memristor in state IV decreased with increasing temperature (see Figure 4c -ii), which implies that the NKN memristor in this state exhibits an insulating property. The NKN memristor in state I was in the LRS, and the conducting filament, therefore, behaved as a current path. Moreover, because the NKN memristor in state III also exhibits metallic conduction characteristics, the filaments still behaved as a current path in this state. In general, the resistance of the memristor containing conducting filaments is determined by the diameter or thickness of the filament. 39 The priming D-spike reduced the thickness of the conducting filaments without rupturing those filaments, which resulted in only a slight decrease in the current of the NKN memristor. On the other hand, when a D-spike was applied after a priming D-spike (state IV), the NKN memristor exhibited insulating properties, which indicates that the conducting filament had ruptured. Since the filament became thinner after the application of a priming D-spike, it could be easily ruptured by the application of a D-spike. Therefore, the ruptured filaments in state IV are considered to be thinner and smaller than the ruptured filament in state II. As a result, a smaller current was generated in state IV compared to state II, as shown in Figure 4b -ii. Schematic diagrams of the filament shape for each state are shown in Supplementary Figures S13a and b in Section 12 of the Supplementary Information. Based on the above results, it can be suggested that through a decrease in filament thickness, the priming D-spike improved the ability for long-term depression without changing the state of the NKN memristor from the LRS to the high-resistance state.
In the metaplasticity of biological synapses, an astrocyte produces priming activity in the neuronal synapse and modulates the synaptic plasticity of the synapse, as shown in Figure 5a -i. [19] [20] [21] In this study, the NKN NG was used to apply priming spikes to the NKN memristor for the implementation of metaplasticity, as shown in Figure 5a -ii. In particular, the effect of metaplasticity on STDP was investigated for the NKN memristor using priming spikes produced from the NKN NG. Figure 5b -i and b-ii show priming P-and D-spikes with a maximum amplitude of ± 1.0 V. Pulse trains consisting of priming spikes, pre-spikes and post-spikes were developed to induce metaplasticity for the STDP in the NKN memristor, as shown in Figure 5c . The pre-and post-spikes were identical to the spikes used to study conventional STDP in the NKN memristor (see Figure 1g-i) . Figure 5d shows both conventional STDP curves (black circles) and STDP curves (red circles), which show the effects of priming P-spikes for metaplasticity. The priming P-spike increased ΔW and the range of Δt (time window) at Δt40, but variations in ΔW and the time window at Δto0 were negligible. STDP curves showing the effects of priming P-spikes for metaplasticity were estimated using Equation (2). We obtained A + /A − = 73.8/ − 59.3 and τ + /τ − = 61.3 ms/ − 53.4 ms. The A + and τ + values increased from 58 to 73.8 and from 36.8 ms to 61.3 ms, respectively, by applying the priming P-spike, but the values of A − and τ − were almost the same as the values for the conventional STDP curve. In the STDP curve, the larger values of A + and τ + involve increases in ΔW and the time window at Δt40, respectively. Moreover, since the threshold for potentiation decreases with an increasing STDP time window, increases in τ + reduced the potentiation threshold at Δt40. The above results indicate that the priming P-spike induces strong and sensitive potentiation in STDP compared to potentiation in conventional STDP, which indicates that metaplasticity is exhibited in the potentiation of the STDP for the NKN memristor with the NKN NG.
Conventional STDP curves (black circles) and STDP curves showing the effects of metaplasticity from a priming D-spike (blue circles) are also shown in Figure 5e . A priming D-spike rarely changes potentiation but modifies depression in STDP. The STDP curves resulting from the use of a priming D-spike were also estimated using Equation (2), and we obtained results of A + /A − = 56.7/ − 59.6 and τ + /τ − = 32.9 ms/ − 82.9 ms. The A + and τ + values did not change with the application of a priming D-spike. However, the absolute value of τ − increased from 51.5 to 82.9 ms when the priming D-spike was applied. Increasing the absolute value of τ − increases the time window for depression and eventually reduces the STDP depression threshold. As a result, the priming D-spike increases the sensitivity of depression in the STDP, which indicates that metaplasticity in the depression is also exhibited in the STDP of the NKN memristor with the NKN NG.
CONCLUSION
In summary, a flexible NKN memristor integrated with an NKN NG was demonstrated as a bio-realistic artificial synapse for self-powered biomedical device applications. Various forms of synaptic plasticity, including STP/LTP transition and SRDP, were implemented in the NKN memristor by controlling the number and frequency of P-spikes generated by a pulse generator as well as the NKN NG. Furthermore, metaplasticity for both long-term potentiation and depression was observed in the NKN memristor. This metaplasticity likely arose from variations in the shape of the filaments. Finally, the metaplasticity of STDP was implemented in an NKN memristor with the priming spikes driven by the NKN NG. The NKN memristor with an NKN NG can be used as a sensor and a memory device in biomedical applications to detect various mechanical stimuli in the human body as well as to store data to provide feedback for medical treatments.
